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While three or four men are employed in emptying each car, the bulk of the 
work is done by the operator in the control house shown in the upper 

right-hand corner 

Grain car tilted endwise at an angle of 45 degrees and sideways about 30 
degrees. The effect of four unloaders working at once is a 

bewildering one to the onlooker 

Tilting Grain Cars in All Directions 
to Empty Them 

By John Anson Ford 

FROM now on a considerable portion of 
the world's daily bread, as repre

sented by the large quantities of grain 
that go from Baltimore, Md., to foreign 
ports, is going to be handled with greater 
dispatch and economy than ever before, 
because of the mechanical features which 
have been incorporated in the Pennsyl
vania Railway's Northern Central grain 
elevator in that city. Among the out
standing features of this modern struc
ture are four giant electric grain-car un
loaders-the first machines of the sort 
ever built-grain bins with a capacity of 
5,000,000 bushels, an unloading pier 900 
feet long occupied by six belt conveyors 42 
inches wide, ingenious fire alarm and 
other safety apparatus. While the ele
vator is surpassed in bin capacity by a 
few others of the most recently construct
ed elevators, no other has so many novel 
and remarkable features. 

The most striking of the equipment fea
tures mentioned are the unloading appa
ratus. There are four of these giant ma
chines, each of which will take a grain 
car in its grip, tilt it endwise and then 
sidewise and finally at an angle combin
ing both the endwise and sidewise tilt, 
until, in the space of five to eight minutes, 
the car has been emptied. Formerly the 
best time that could be made in emptying 
a car of grain-that is, with hand shovel
ers-was 30 to 45 minutes. 

With the assistance of a barney or 
"pusher" the car to l�e emptied is shoved 
on to the track of the un loader. Under 
the direction of a skilled operator, 
housed al{)ft in a windowed shelter, pow
!'rful clamps rise from below the track 
level and engage the ends of the car in 
a vise-like grip. Then a grain-door re-

Two of the powerful clamps holding the grain car in place, one in the fore
ground and the other pressing against the lower right-hand corner of the car 

mover comes into play at the sides. For
merly the method has been to hack out 
this door-an inside grain-tight barrier
with an axe or otherwise break it. out. 
These doors now cost about $11 each,

' 
and 

an elevator handling sevprnl hundred 
'
cars 

a day is necessarily destroying a good 
deal of property. This new mechanical 
apparatus is provided with sharp prongs 
on its inner surface which penetrate the 
grain door. Once securely gripped in 
this way, the door is pressed inward about 
6 inches without being broken. This per
mits the grain to be poured out as the 
car is tilted. The unloader will tilt 
the car up sidewise to an angle of 30 
degrees, and endwise to an angle of 45 
degrees. The elevator has a receiving ca
pacity of 320 cars per day when all four 
of the unloaders are working simulta
neously. 

The new Baltimore structure has the 
greatest grain storage capacity of any on 
the Atlantic coast. Its belt conveyors, bin 
emptying apparatus and weighing appa
ratus are So designed that 60,000 bushels 
an hour can be loaded into one hatchway 
of a vessel if desired. Fourteen belt con
veyors carry the grain from the head
house to the storage bins and drier. 

The elevator heads, delivering the 
power by which the grain is carried to 
the top of the elevator, are of novel con
struction. The motors are connected di
rectly with helical cut herring-bone gears 
which effect the reduction in speed for 
the elevator pulleys with a loss of only 
two and one-half per cent in efficiency, as 
against a loss of 15 per cent if rope drive 
were used. The flywheel just outside the 
hOllsing of these gears is so constructed 
that it serves as a backstop, being pro
vided with an automatic braking device· 
which prevents it reversing its action 
when the rising graiI1 lifters are for 

(Continued on page 375) 
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Tilting Grain Cars in All Directions 
to Empty Them 

(Contilnued frum page 361) 

any reason halted on their way to the 
bins aloft. Without this backstop the 
weight on one side of the elevator head 
and lack of weight on the other side 
would cause the elevator belt to reverse 
its action when the power went off. This 
is a common experience in other elevators 
and invariably causes several hours' delay. 

Government regulations require that 
after weighing each car of grain the 
weights shall be removed from the scale 
to test the latter. To lessen the time con
sumed in meeting this requirement, a 
lever has been provided which lifts the 
weights free of the scales by a single 
movement of one arm. 

These are but a few of the outstanding 
features of this structure which illus
trates the last word in elevator construc
tion. 

Looking Backward 4,000 Years 
(Continued from page 366) 

who could ·afford it purchased such mod
els to be piled around his coffin in his 
tomb and today every museum possesses 
a few. What was important in this case 
was the fact that i\Iehenkwetre was a 
person of great wealth who, to duplicate 
the bountiful existence he had led in this 
world, had supplied himself with a larger 
series of such models than has ever before 
survived to modern times. This survival 
we owe to the fact that his tomb architect 
had adhered to the archaic idea of the 
"serdab" and that this crypt had escaped 
the plundering of his burial chamber. 

Each group or model was remo,ved 
with extreme care, photographed, a 
minute chart made, and every figure num
bered. The reader may wonder why so 
much labor should be spent in the cramped 
little chamber where one's head banged 
against the ceiling every time one forgot 
and stood upright. The answer is that 
no one can foretell what questions may 
arise in the minds of other students who 
did not have the luck to see the models 
in place. For example, it has been sug
gested that the boats sailing upstream 
should be placed with their prows to the 
south and" those rowing down with their 
prows to the north. The photographs and 
the plan make it possible to reconstruct 
the pOSition of every boat and the archae
ologist at home will be able to answer the 
question to his own satisfaction. 

Curious injuries to some of the fig
ures suggest a clandestine visit of 
some children of the family some 4,000 
years ago, who appear to have sneaked in 
and played with the figures and burned 
one of the masts and lost one of the arms 
of the fisherman. At last all the tray
loads of models were safely under lock 
and key. All had to be photographed, for 
one-half of the find had to go to the Cairo 
i\Iuseum, while the other half went to 
the Museum in New York. There are 
twenty-four groups in all. They are pic
tures of daily life and only three have 
anything to do with the tomb or with the 
funeral. On either side of the chamber 
were statues of girls in fancifully colored 
garments bringing offerings to the tomb; 
wine, meats and bread, and each with a 
live duck in her hand. They are half 
life-size and are carved from wood. One 
group of four figures makes the other 
funeral group. All of the rest of the 
models pictured the life which Mehenk
wetre lived here and which he expected 
to live in the hereafter. The most im
posing of all is the noble counting his 
cattle, which is unfortunately in Cairo, 
but is shown in one of our illustrations. 
The slaughter house, the granary, the 
bakery, the brewery, the textile mill, the 
carpenter shop, are all to be found in 
these faScinating little groups. Two 
model gardens were found, one with a 

little copper pool to hold water and sur
rounded by frui t trees. 

A g rea t man like Mehenkywetre 
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would be required to journey up and 
down the river, so he had vessels for 
business and vessels for pleasure and half 
of the models found are of boats and 
were typical of the Nile river craft 4,000 
years ago. The models of boats are about 
4 feet long and have crews of 12 to 18 
sailors ,outside of officers. A sort of hum
orous fidelity inspired the maker of these 
ships. In the cabin of one sits a little 
steward beside a bunk under which are 
tucked two little round-topped traveling 
"hair" trunks very much like

' 
those of a 

generation ago. 
A great man like l\:Iehenkywetre 

come to New. York will find the mod
els in one of' the Egyptian rooms on 
the Fifth A vennti

-
side of the Metropolitan 

i\luseum of Art. Space does not allow us 
to show many of the models, but a much 
fuller article with many additional illus
trations will be found in the SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN MONTHLY for June. The text is 
in the exact words of two of the members 
of the Expedition and it reads like a 
fairy tale. 

Fuel Conservation Opinions-I 
(Continued from page 368) 

charge. The principal element of cost in 
steam plant operation is an operating 
charge. If manufacturing developments 
take place near water-power developments, 
power costs should be appreciably lower, 
and the gain substantially greater than 
the present condition of employing long 
transmission lines. Water power will 
certainly supplant steam power in the not 
distant future, states thts company; but to 
this we must add the statements of 
others to the effect that water power 
can only supplant steam in regions well 
within the range of economical distribu
tion. Where water power is not at hand, 
there ean be no water power develop
ments. Furthermore, many fuel author
ities are agreed that water power is not 
a universal project that can be cOnsidered 
in general terms: each and every develop
ment should be considered by itself. 

Bringing the Fuel to the Factory 

During the days of war .and the abnor
mal business activity following the Armis
tice and persisting up till a few months 
ago, many consumers of fuel experienced 
no end of difficulty in getting their fuel 
supply from the mine to the factory door. 
But with the present business depression 
and the general slowing up of railroad 
traffic, there is little or no real difficulty 
in this direction. 

However things may be at this writing, 
it is certain that business must soon re
vive to full blast, so to speak, in which 
case large consumers of fuel will again 
experience difficulty in transportation. 
By the same token the suggestion of the 
Vice President of the Laclede Gas Light 
Company-that a working out of a scheme 
which would permit more regular mining 
throughout the year would help out trans
portation more than anyone -thing-might 
well be put into o peration, even now 

The burden of transporting fuel can be 
lightened in a large measure if certain in
dustrial districts will use the low grade 
fuels available near their plants instead 
of importing a higher grade supply from 
a distance, states a fuel authority who 
specializes in automatic stoking machin
ery. Until recently this importing of bet
ter fuel has been imperative in many 
cases because the stoking equipment then 
on the market would not give. high capaci
ties or flexibility with the lower grade 
fuels. However, there are stokers avail
able today that permit of using these low 

I grade fuels; and, once these stokers are 
employed in a big way, there will be a 

I reduction in the unnecessary coal-carrying 
burden now borne by the railroads and 
lake boats. 

The American Engineering Company 
of Philadelphia states that in its opinion 
there would be an undoubted advantage 

(Oontinued on page 377) 
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Neverslip Lock Washers 
will increase the value of your product 

Your product is valued, in the long run, not only 
by the materials and labor that go into it, but also 
by the service and satisfaction it delivers to those 
who use it. 

There is one way by which you can make certain 
that each nut and bolt on your product is deliver
ing a maximum efficiency in gripping power, and 
that is by using the 

NEVER SLIP 

LOCK WASHER 

Every N everslip Lock Washer is made in accord
ance with the standards adopted by the Society of 
Automotive Engineers. The sections are always of 
sufficient thickness to develop the spring tension 
required of them. 

In addition, N everslip Lock Washers are the only 
ones that have corrugated gripping surfaces. These 
corrugations provide 60% greater gripping power, 
a fact proved by special test made at the Curtiss 
Aeroplane factory. A copy of the report of this 
test will be mailed on request. 

In other words , N everslip Lock Washers increase 
the length of service of your product, increase its 
satisfaction to users and thus increase its value
at no additional cost to you! 

You will be interested in our booklet "Rattles-A Gripping 
Story" which describes tluJ features and uses of Neverslip 
Lock Washers. We will gladly send you a copy on request. 

Lock Waaher Diviaion 

National Ulnbrella Fratne COlnpany 
30th and Thompson St.., Philadelphia, Pa. 

l"" • 

Hardware and Auto Supply 
Dealers can supply you with 
this Special User's Assort
ment of 530 Neverslip Lock 
Washers of assorted sizes. 
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The Roger Bacon Manuscript 

M ANUSCRIPTS from olden time turn up now 

and again; but seldom has one of these bits 

of salvage from bygone days been of more 

real interest or claimed more general attention than the 

one presented to the world at large in Philadelphia on 

April 20th and 21st. 

This manuscript can safely be pronounced a product 

of the 13th century. It consists of text and drawings, 

mingled in a way and a proportion which cannot fail 

to attract the expert eye. The text is plainly a cipher 

of some sort. The manuscript is accompanied by a 
letter of presentation from one owner to the next, of the 

late seventeenth century. So much is certain. The 

steps by means of which Mr. Wilfrid Voynich, the owner 

and discoverer, has satisfied himself that the manu

script is from the pen of Roger Bacon, the man' born 

500 �'ears too soon, require no repetition here; we shall 

present them in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN MONTHLY for 
June. 

Now a cipher manuscript from Roger Bacon, pro

fusely illustrated, ought on its face to be of the utmost 
importance. There is a good deal of a priori possibility 

that if it COUld, be read it would be found to give an 

account of scientific knowledge possessed by Bacon 

which it had been immediate death as a sorcerer for 

him to impart to his own generation. Professor William 
R Newbold of Philadelphia, who has been working on 

the manuscript for several years, has got far enough 

to place on public record his conviction that this is pre

Cisely what it is. 

It must be admitted that one's first impulse on exam

ining the evidence is toward rejection. That impulse 

we believe does injUstice to the case. There can be no 

doubt that if a scientist in almost any other field were 
to state conclusions with as little evidence, and this so 

tenuous and of such doubtful applicability, he would be 

hooted off the stage and out of the pages of Who's Who. 

But evidence of the sort that satisfies the mathemati
cian or the physicist is hardly attainable in dealing with 

a document which has just turned up, and whose past 

history must necessarily be a good deal of a blank. To 

authenticate it fully, we should have to establish by 

Independent documents each change of ownership 

through which it went from Bacon down, with the cir
cumstances of each transfer. If its prior owners were 

all here to testify it is doubtful that we could do this; 

certainly with them dead for centuries we cannot do 

it. All we can hope to do is to show a reasonable se
quence through which the manuscript could have 

passed, so as to forestall the claim that it cannot be 

from Bacon or whatever the source claimed; and Mr. 
Voynich has done this, and has been particularly suc

cessful in showing the possibility of the manuscript's 

having passed from Oxford to Prag. 

Translation of the cipher too opens the door to doubt. 
Professor Newbold states that this is so difficult and 

uncertain as to be surely a task' for numerous scholars 

and many years; he doubts that the text will ever be 

read in its entirety with scientific accuracy. Never

theless he has read in it at least two statements of fact 

of which he was ignorant but which have subsequently 

been verified, one of them being no less obscure a thing 
than the date of an annular eClipse of the thirteenth 

century. Again, it is true that the parts of the manu

script so far "read" contain milch of mysticism and 

symbolism so repugnant to modern science that it im

presses us as not creditable to a man of Bacon's intel

lect; but we should be more conservative than this in 

estimating the degree to which Bacon, with all his abil-
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ities, was really able to emanCipate himself from the 

fundamentals of the 13th century in which he lived. 

In an early issue we shall give an account of the 

manuscript, the difficulties of translation, the apparent 

nature of the text, etc. We believe a, fair statement to 

be that the authenticity of the document as a Haconian 

Cipher, and the accuracy of the interpretation, may be 
supported without placing their proponents in an unten

able position. More than this perhaps we shall never 
be able to say in any similar case. In any event, the 

thing is on a basis of respectability which makes it out 

of the question to classify it with the trivialities or the 

outright frauds; the very worst verdict we can bring 

in is the good old Scotch one of "not proved." 

Admiral Sims Vindicated '�E have before us a book, "Naval Lessons of 

, the Great 'War," which we would like to see 

in the hands of every member of Congress 
and every citizen who takes an intelligent interest in 

the Nav�·. The book is a digest of the four months' 

hearing held by a Senate committee to investigate the 

charges made by Admiral Sims that the Naval Admin

istration at 'Washington was guilty of inexcusable ineffi

Ciency, delay, and lack of cooperation with our Allies 

during the first six months of the war. Admiral Sims 

made no such charges against the officers and men who 

fought the war, of whose splendid work he has always 

spoken in terms of fine appreciation. His charges were 

directed against Secretary Daniels and the clique of 

officers that he selected to carry out the policy of ap

parent indifference to the dire needs of the Allies which 

characterized the first few months of his war admin

istration. 

The value of this book, which was written by Lieu

tennnt Tracy Barrett Kittredge, U.S.N.R.F., formerly 
on Admiral Sims' staff in London, lies not merely in 

its revealing how completely the Senate Investigation 
served to vindicate the Admiral (we al� expected that), 
but in its revelation of the crying need for a reorgan

ization of the Navy, more particularly in respect to giv

ing full authority to the technical advisers upon whom 

the civilian Secretary must necessarily depend. 

So far as Admiral Sims is concerned, the reader lays 
down this digest of the testimony with an increased ad

miration for the ability and farsightedness with which 

he filled his responsible pOSition, and th'e truly mar
velous patience and tact with which he endured, for 

the sake of the Great Cause, the calculated neglect with 

which Daniels and his immediate advisers treated their 

own chosen representative to the Allies. 

So far as the Secretary is concerned, the testimony, 

even of the officers whom he called in rebuttal, served 

to establish the truth of the Sims criticisms. It shows 

that from the very outbreak of war in 1914, the fear- ' 

less and patriotic among the officers of the Navy urged 

upon our paCifist Secretary the imperative necessity of 

preparing for war. One by one, these men, beginning 

with Admiral Fiske, were flouted and forced out of 
office, so that by the time the war broke, Daniels had 

gathered around him a staff of such definite color, that 

its principal member dared to say in the name of the 
people of the United States that we would as soon fight 

our Allies as the Germans! 

But this sort of thing was utterly foreign to the fine 

spirit shown by the Navy. As a sample of the attitude 
of the Navy as a whole, we quote the fact, as brought 

out in the evidence, that Admiral McKean, on July 20, 

1917, 01'er three months atter the war began, was so 

stirred up by' our failure to cooperate earnestly with 

the Allies, that he considered it necessary to address a 

memorandum to the Secretary in which he wrote: 

"With an earnestness beyond expression, backed by a 

conviction that has endured from the first, I ask that 

we meet this great world crisis by contributing our max

imum national effort in building, manning and fighting 

destroyers to drive enemy submarines from the sea. . . 
The question of types may rest for the moment while we 

make the great decision to do our utmost. Let it not 

be said by posterity that we, seeing our duty, hesitated 

until too late, or that we failed to distinguish essential 

from incidental effort." And thiR was one of scores of 

such communications addressed to the Secretary by 

officers who could no longer keep silence. 
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Mr. Kittredge tell us that the officers who fought for 

sound organization, for na val preparedness, for the plac

ing of the primary emphasis on the naval rather than 

the civil aspects of the Navy, were forced out of respon

sible positions. The result was fatal to the spirit and 

morale of the service. Stagnation or cynical despair 
often took the place of the old splendid spirit of the Navy. 

Mr. Daniels must have realized, before the hearings 
opened, that if he based his defense upon the facts and 

the record, he would be beaten. Hence, he turned to 

personalities, and accused Sims of being pro-British-an 

attituue which was highly commendable if our heart 

was with the Ames, but was highly censurable if we 

would as soon have fought the Allies as the enemy. The 

Secretary proved to be a tactician-of a sort. \Vhen 

the able cross-examination of Chairman Hale so 

shortened the range that Mr. Daniels was beginning to 

be heavily hit by high-explosive shells, he sent up smoke 
screens in the shape of long statements that had no 

bearing whatever upon the question. Hence the seem

ingly immeasurable patience of the Chairman at last 

gave way, for Senator Hale thus addressed the witness: 

"My idea was that when we examined you here we 
would get all the assistance that it was in your power 

to give. . Nobody wants to hioe anything or sup

press any information . . .  Every question we ask, 

you come out with a long statement taking up all sorts 
of other matters, and we never get anywhere." 

Altogether, taking it by and large, we are glad that 

this controversy arose. Admiral Sims struck a brave 

blow on behalf of the morale of the Navy and got re

sults. '.fhe outcome of the matter will bE. a reorganiza

tion of the Nuvy in certain respects where it iii: urgently 

needed. Daniels is gone, and in Secretary Denby we 

have the type of American that understands the fine 

spirit of the Navy. As Secretary he has already won 

the full confidence of its officers and men. 

The Yacht "America" to Be Preserved at 
Annapolis 

Xs a fitting close to a yachting career whiCh, for 

variety and vicissitudes, is surely unique, the 

famous yacht "America," by the courtesy of 

the J�astern Yacht Club of Boston, has become the prop

erty of the Navy Department and will find a permament 

home at Annapolis. But let no one presume that the 

schooner "America," as she swings at her moorings in 

the York River, is literally the yacht that won the cup 

in 1851. Of the craft which George Steers designed and 

William H. Brown built in 1850, it is probable that 

nothim: remains except the lines of the midship section 

and a certain amount of the body. 
The "America" sailed the race which made her fam

ous on August 22, l851. FiYe days later she was sold 

by Mr. Stevens to Lord John de Blaquil�re, who cut 

down her masts five feet and used her for cruising. In 

the following year she was bought by Lord Templeton, 

who sailed her for one season and laid her up at Cowes, 

in 1854. She was not disturbed until 1859, and when 

she was hauled out, the boat was almost falling apart 

from dry rot. She was bought by the owner of a yard 

near Gravesend, London, who, being a keen sportsman, 

entirely rebuilt her, thus saving this famous craft for 

posterity. The following year she was sold again to a 

Mr. Decie, who renamed her "Camilla." 

In the year 1861 she was purchased by some resident 

of Savannah, Georgia, name unknown, who used her as 
a blockade runner and dispatch boat. In 1861, the United 

States gun boat discovered the "America" suilk in the 
mud of the river, and her captain, later Rear Admiral 

Stevens, made a gift of her to the Government for the 
use of the midshipmen at Annapolis. 

The next and longest period of her life commenced in 

1870, when she was bought by General B. F. Butler, 

who raced her with more or less success until the year 
1880, when she was entirely rebuilt under plans by 

Edward Burgess, the designer of "Genesta" and "Puri
tan." Thirty years of improvement in American 

schooners proved too much for the good old "America," 

and although in 1885 she was entirely rigged and her 

stern lengthened, she failed to hold her own with such 

schooners as "Fortuna" and "Mohican." During the 

later America Cup races "America" was frequently to 

be seen under cruising rig. 
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Electricity 

Safety Switches.-There can be no doubting the fact 
that the introduction of safety switches has resulted in 
the saving of many lives. These switches, which are 
made in many different designs, all work on the same 
general principle, namely, to encase the switch parts 
and the fuses in such a manner that they cannot be 
reached except by opening a door, which act automat
ically disconnects the current from all parts which then 
become exposed. 

Coated Wires and Their Use.-For many technical 
purposes wires are used in which the central portion 
and outer coating are made of different metals. In the 
making of electric lamps, for instance, the leading-in 
wires are sometimes made of a nickel-iron core and a 
covering of platinum, gold, or copper, the former being 
so chosen as to have approximately the same coefficient 
of expansion as that of the platinum or the glass 
through which the wire is to be sealed. In general, 
however, the expansion coefficients of the core and cov
ering are different. 

Maracaibo Radio Station.-Work has been started 
on the new radio station at Maracaibo, Venezuela. 
This is the second of the three stations whose installa
tion was authorized by the executive decree of June 
]8, ]920. The Maracaibo station will have a power of 
5 kilowatts and the range will extend 500 miles during 
the day and 1,500 miles during the night. The towers 
will be about 160 feet high, and will be capable of 
receiving direct daily messages from the Arlington 
station near Washington, and from the station at Colon. 
The third station is to be erected at San Cristobal. 

Radio Cable and Radio Compass.-In a recent issue 
of the Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 
R. H. Marriott, after emphaSizing the need for means 
sufficiently accurate to guide ships through narrow or 
dangerous channels, or in fogs, urges the installation of 
Signal-carrying conductors under such dangerous water
ways. Means of indicating to the navigator the prox
imity and direction of the Signal conductor are discussed 
and experiments described in detail. It is suggested 
that radio compass stations should he used to guide 
vessels to harbor entrances, where the guide signals 
could be picked up from a submerged cable and fol
lowed into berth. 

Sweden's Huge Cable.-Twenty-four car loads of 
underground cable apparatus now on its way to Stock
holm, Sweden, is part of a gigantic underground cable 
system which the Swedish Government intends to install 
between Stockholm and Goteborg, according to the 
JOltrnal of the A.I.E.E. It will be 320 miles long. 
When completed, it will be the largest underground 
cable line in Europe, and second in the world only to . 
the 450-mile line now operating between Boston and 
Washington. It will be capable of carrying two hun
dred conversations simultaneously from Stockholm to 
its other terminus. To complete this big project, it 
will be necessary to manufacture a total of 425,000,000 
conductor feet of cable, 25,000 loading coils and 8 re
peater stations with 300 repeaters. 

Wired Wireless in Germany.-Whereas up till now 
direct current has been used for telephoniC communica
tion, we learn from 'i'he Technical Review that a new 
method of producing electrical oscillations makes it 
possible to carry on a number of alternating current 
conversations over the same wire. Dr. Meissner has 
been conducting experiments with three-electrode vac
uum tuhes along this line in Germany. The oscillations 
created by these tubes can be varied according to re
requirement from 5,000 to 1,000,000 per second. For 
the human voice only between 10,000 and 50,000 oscilla
tions per second come into consideration. Within this 
range as many gradations can be introduced as may be 
necessary for the simultaneous transmission of fifteen 
conversations over a Single wire without causing trouble 
or inconvenience. 

A Year's Progress in Radio Telephony.-In connec
tion with research work at the Bureau of Standards 
on radio telephony, it is necessary to keep in touch 
with progress in this subject elsewhere. A review of 
recent developments and achievements has been pre
pared for publication in the electrical press. The past 
year has witnessed steady progress and increaSing pub
lic interest in radio telephony. Voice transmission by 
radio waves has advanced from the experimental stage 
to established practice, for distances of a few hundred 
miles, and since all inherent difficulties have been sur
mounted, it is actually possible to carry on reliable 
radio telephony over as great a distance as ordinary 
wire telephony. It seems probable that commercial 
telephony across the Atlantic will be an established 
fact in the not far distant future. 
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Pimento Leaves As a Source of Vanilin.-The De
partment of Agriculture of Jamaica is continuing ex
periments in the manufacture of vanilin from pimento 
leaves. A trial shipment of the oil was made to Eng
land a short time ago, and was sold at $2.50 per pound. 
It contained a higher percentage of eugenol than clove 
oil. Results have shown that it was more profitable for 
the colony to manufacture vanilin. 

Flavian Movies.-The Coliseum in Rome, one of the 
most valued relics of antiquity in the entire world, 
has been leased to {l moving picture company for a 
term of years so we may expect more films of gladiat
ors, early Christian martyrs, lions, etc., in the' near 
future. The lease of the Italian government is in 
questionable taste, even for a country in need of every 
possible source of revenue. 

Parsley an Absinthe Substitute.-Substitution, par
ticularly in alcohol, is the order of the day and even 
poor France has her own "moonshine" problem. A sud
den shortage of parsley, so universally used for cook
ing and garnishing in France, became apparent. It 
was found that manufacturers were buying it up to 
make a substitute for absinthe. As usual the spurious 
product is more powerful and deadly than the outlawed 
green liquor. 

Congo Paper to the Rescue.-The papyrus of the 
Congo has shown on analysis to contain 37.8 per cent 
of cellulose. After research and experiments, a proc
ess was discovered for bleaching the plants which had 
been vainly sought for 50 years. The American Consul 
General at Brussels states that it is planned to estab
lish near the river a large plant, costing two and a 
half million francs, which will have an initial pro
duction of 20,000 tons of pulp. 

The Airplane Tabooed for Duck Hunting.-Crim
inal proceedings have been instigated against those in 
charge of an airplane which crashed into a flock of 
wild ducks; killing .a large number. Pictures in a 
motion picture news-weekly were seen by true game 
lovers and complaints were· sent to Washington with 
the result that an agent was sent to California, where 
the incident occurred, with instructions to prosecute for 
violations of the Migratory Bird Act. 

Black Walnut to the Fore.-Black walnut, that wood 
which was so much in request for furniture in the 
last century, came into its own during the war. The uses 
for this wood were numerous as for airplane propellers, 
gunstocks, etc., and the nutshells were calcined and 
used for gas masks. The Department of Agriculture is 
encouraging the planting of black walnut trees every
where. This tree played an essential part in winning 
the war and a future supply should be encouraged. 

New Assay Office Open.-On several occasions we 
have illustrated the operations carried on at the United 
States Assay Office at New York. The new section 
has just been opened, the entrance being on Wall St. 
The opening was delayed on account of injury to the 
building by the bomb explosiOn on September 16th 
last. A vault of five stories entirely below ground 
serves to contain $5,000,000,000 in gold, if that much 
bullion should present itself. The Secretary of the 
Treasury has also asked for more bullion storage space 
in Washington. 

107 Uses for the Sweet Potato.-A negro scientist 
of Tuskegee, Ala., has discovered manifold uses for the 
sweet potato, that near relation of the peanut, yielding 
everything from ice cream to ink. Mr. Carver en
lightened the Ways and Means Committee of Congress 
and inCidentally asked for a little "protection" on the 
products of Southern soil. Said Mr. Carver, "Here is a 

bottle of mock oysters. Here is a bottle of relish 
for the oysters, made from peanuts. Peanuts make 
fine cereal coffee. The sweet potato products number 
107 up to date. I have not finished working with them." 
So, after all, some of the tariff hearings are not so dull 
and humdrum as one would think. 

Mustard Gas Quickly Identified.-According to Lord 
Haldane, mustard gas was not known in Europe be
fore the war, yet forty-eight hours after it was first 
used by the Germans, British chemists had run it to 
earth. It was not discovered by the Germans during 
the war, as has so often been erroneously stated. \Vhen 
Lord Haldane was a student at Gottingen, he often 
walked round the walls of the university town and 
noted the chemical laboratory just outside. Professor 
Meier was in charge, and came across the gas many 
years ago. He recorded the discovery officially, and 
two British men of science remembered the paper he 
had written and identified the gas, says the English 
Mechanic. 
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Storm Warnings by Radio. - The Shipping Board 
annOUDces that henceforth most of the high power 
radio stations will send out broadcast storm warnings 
on schedules furnished to Shipping Board radio oper
ators. Ships without radio are directed to ask those 
which have it to signal weather warnings to them by 
international code or by any other means that are 
available. 

New High Records at Panama.-The aggregate net 
tonnage of commercial ships using the Panama Canal 
in March, 1921, was 1,112,8] 8 tons, as compared with 
1,094,323 tons in January, 1921, which was the month 
of high record previous to March. The tolls in March 
were $1,105,529, as compared with $1,095,857 in January. 
In March of last year, the tolls from commercial traffic 
amounted to $831,304. 

The Last of the Centrifugal Gun.-After testing out 
the centrifugal gun at Aberdeen Proving Ground, the 
Ordnance Department has decided that because of its 
great weight and its inability to obtain high initial 
velocity no centrifugal gun can have military value. 
The centrifugal gun is a perennial. This last report 
is one of several adverse judgments that have been 
pronounced against it by expert authorities. 

The Bulge an Effective Protection. - In a recent 
paper, the Chief Constructor of the British Navy 
in speaking of the protection afforded by the bulge, 
said that the cruiser "Hawke", which had no bulge, 
sank very quickly after being torpedoed. As a result, 
bulge protection was fitted to the other vessels of the 
class. Three of these were subsequently torpedoed, 
and all of them succeeded in reaching port. 

Rebuilding Germany's Merchant Marine.-It is esti
mated by a representative of our Department of Com
merce in Berlin that Germany has today a total of 
about 665,000 tons of s'hipping, consisting of 500,000 
tons left to her after the Peace Treaty, and about 
165,000 tons which she has built since the Armistice. 
This is to be compared with the fleet of 4,935 ships, 
representing 5,240,000 gross tons which Germany pos
sessed at the outbreak of the war. 

Organizing Barge Canal Service.-Canal lines oper
ating over 200 modern barges and boats have recently 
jOined the Great Lakes-Hudson and Atlantic Water
ways ASSOCiation, and will agree to establish uniform 
canal rates, give through bills of lading, and apply 
ocean transportation facilities to their fleets. It is 
announced that Captain McDugall, the designer o f  the 
original "\Vhaleback," will place five 1500-ton self-pro
pelled barges on the canal this summer. 

Our Fleet To Be United.-The serious strategical 
mistake of the Daniels administration of dividing the 
fleet is to be rectified. The probabilities are that three
fourths of the Navy will be concentrated in the Pacific. 
In this connection, we note that the Bureau of Econ
omics at San Francisco calls attention to the fact that 
the California oil situation will have an important 
bearing on this matter, and it is suggested that Cali
fornia will greatly assist the matter of oil supplies for 
the Navy by a further and considerable devel{)pment of 
her water power. The greater this development, the 
less will California have to depend upon oil for in
dustrial and municipal purposes. 

Oil for Coal.-In view of the superior economy of 
the motor ship to the coal-fired steamship, the Munson 
Steamship Company suggests that it would be advisable 
to change some of our Shipping Board's vessels to 
motor ships. The suggestion would be good at any 
other time but this, when Congress is straining every 
nerve to cut down the national expenditures. Accord
ing to Marine Engineering, the amount of oil used in 
motor ships is only about 40 per cent per shaft horse
power of that used in oil-burning steam installations. 
This comparison indicates that the motor ship will be a 
paying proposition long after the coal-burning or the 
oil-burning steamship has ceased to run. 

The German Dreadnaught "Baden" as a Target.
In the course of a paper by the Chief Naval Construc
tor of the British Navy, read before the SOciety of 
Naval Architects of Great Britain, the writer discussed 
the design of the latest German dreadnaught "Baden," 
which has recently been used by the British as a 
target for heavy gun fire. He said that, on the whole, 
the ship showed no superiority in design or construc
tion to British ships, with whieh statement Commander 
Land, of the United States Navy, in his subsequent 
comments on the paper, stated that he was in full 
agreement. Commander Land stated that German 
construction steel was somewhat superior. The "Baden" 
tests showed that, because of war limitations, the lat
est armor plate as carried by the "Baden" was not so 
good as the British. 


